Advanced Fluency
Program
Give your child
the most important skill of future
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Program Focus
Communication barrier is the most common reason for underdeveloped
mental and emotional abilities in kids.
COMMUNICATION BARRIERS
AND WHAT IT CAUSES

Slow Brain development
Low english reading skills
leads to slow learning

Lack of Confidence
Low expression skills leads
to low self esteem

Lack of Social skills
Low conversation
skills leads to shyness
introvertness
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HOW DO WE
BREAK THE BARRIERS?

Creating a daily routine of
high quality english reading,
listening and speaking
Increasing exposure
and awareness to instill
confidence

Conducting situational role
plays to fast track fluency
and expression

Conducting interactive
sessions to master social
communication skills

Program Offering
A combination of personal mentor classes, group classes, and communication
projects makes it possible for every student to reach advanced fluency within 6 to
9 months.

WHAT YOU GET
Personal mentor
best english faculty your
child can get

Group classes
50+ workshops on social and public
speaking mastery

One on one private classes
40 classes in span of 4 months

10 Published
Projects

100+ Communication-centric
Activities

Monthly improvement
tracking report

Master classes with
International faculty

Monthly Parent-teacher meetings
for Performance tracking

OUR METHOD
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Personalised
Every child is different

Social
Make friends. Share your story.
Fearless confidence

Interactive
Discussions, Demonstrations,
Debates, and DIY

Hands on
Project based learning

World Class faculty
Like teacher, like student

Flexible
Student’s time; Student’s pace

What do they learn
Language can only be improved by creating an environment of reading,
listening, speaking and writing at home and in the classroom. Our curriculum
achieves this beautifully

ROUTINES
A routine and environment of english exposure is created for real results.
Listening to a story
everyday

Reading an informative passage
every day

Rectifying one grammar error
everyday

Doing a spontaneous speaking
activity daily

Speaking in front of others
every week

Holding meaningful conversation
every week

COVERAGE AND CURRICULUM

Speaking
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Diction and Pronunciation
Organised and structured thoughts
Speaking fluently with clarity
Speaking for longer duration with interesting discussion points
Storytelling and Narrative Skills
Persuasive Speaking
Argumentative Speaking
Intonation and tone of voice
Pronunciation and Diction
Expanded Contextual Vocabulary

Creative Expression Skills
•
•

•

•
•

•

Storytelling techniques
Exposure to a wide
range of written forms:
poetry, nonfiction, fiction,
screenplays
Writing Speeches
of different types (
Persuasive, Informative,
Extempore)
Finding your own writing
style
Adaptive writing
technique to suit range
of contexts, purposes,
audiences
Articulating ideas and
structuring them in
speech and writing

Writing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding purpose
and audience
Structure for writing
Persuasive Writing
Informational Writing
Humor in Writing
Critically analyse your
own writing
Finding your unique
writing style
Write clearly, accurately
and coherently

Vocabulary
•
•
•
•

Vocabulary for a wide
range of topics
Context-Specific
Vocabulary
Figurative Language
Self Expression Technique
focused on emotionrelated vocabulary

Life Skills
•
Reading
•
•
•
Listening

•

•

•
•

•
•
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Listening Comprehension
across varied text/ genre
Recall And Retell
Following instructions
both simple and complex

•

Reading Comprehension
Speed Reading with
accuracy
Decode, evaluate,
understand and analyse
Reading age-appropriate
books of varied genre
Identifying Bias
integrate reading skills
with their speaking and
listening skills
Finding your reading

•
•
•
•
•

Making Right Choices,
Asking right questions
Making a Lasting First
Impression
Improved Conversational
Skills
Understanding Body
Language
How to Use your Voice and
Tone effectively
Enhanced Social Skills
such as Empathy,
Perspective Taking,
Negotiation, Resolving
Conflicts

PROJECTS YOUR CHILD WILL SHINE ON
What they learn they apply and showcase through projects. This is how
we create super-confident speakers
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Launch your own
Podcast

Write an extension of a Children’s
Story Book

Build a Superhero from
scratch

Write an
Original Joke

Make your
own Song

Write Academic Essays and
Essays for College Admission

Participate in
Debates

Give Speeches in front of live
audience

Design and Sell
a Supermobile

Create your own
Youtube Channel

Write your own
Poem(s)

Design an
Extreme Sport

What is the role of
Personal Mentor
“The best teacher in the world is the one that teaches me...Only me”

Creates a study plan and language
routine for every child individually

Takes highly interactive sessions to
ensure student interest

Provides remedial solution
to grammar and vocabulary
shortcomings

Guides student through projects and
submissions

Becomes a guiding force and friend
for the student

“Peep into some incredible moment from mentor
sessions”
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Vibe in
Michele Maam’s class

Navya Maam’s
roleplay with Arnav

watch

watch

Reyans’s high octane
discussion with Simran

watch

Magic of masterclass
- The Social angle
Master classes are group classes with 5 to 7 students and a Master trainer. Aim is
to forge students into expert social communicators.

FEW OF OUR WORKSHOPS ON CREATIVE EXPRESSION
AND PUBLIC SPEAKING
5th Dec 2020, Saturday

PUBLIC SPEAKING
How to be comfortable in front
of camera
11:00 AM

7th Dec 2020, Monday

PEOPLE CULTURE AND PLACES
An adventure in Kruger,
Africa
4:00 PM

13th Dec 2020, Wednesday

SPEECH AND DRAMA
Voice training and
Modulation
6:00 PM

15th Dec 2020, Thursday

DEBATE
Indoor games Vs outdoor games what’s better
and why
7:00 PM

View complete schedule

Peep inside
our masterclasses
watch
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Weekly Faculty
Interaction
“Here is what the English routine of your child looks like”

Ojas’s Weekly Schedule
Monday

4 pm - 4.30 pm

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Listening activity
How have
Olympics games
evloved over the
years?

Listening activity
- Who made your
Clothes?

Saturday

Sunday

Reading activityCreate your Own
fictional School
Master class Debate
“ Can we replace
teachers with
Computers?”

Writing activity
You are on a
vacation to Paris.
Write a letter
to your friend
describing your
visit and how
grand it has been
so far.

4.30 pm - 5 pm

Friday

Speaking
How to say Vote
of thanks that
overshadows
every other
peformance

5 pm - 5.30 pm

Master class Indoor Games or
Outdoor Games
- What do you
vote for?

5.30 pm - 6 pm

6.30 pm - 7 pm
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Masterclass
Escape Room:
The Hogwarts
Adventure

Masterclass
How to speak
in front of the
Camera

Home activites
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One on one classes

2

Masterclasses
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Transformation
Roadmap
How does a student transform from a basic speaker to a fluent and advanced
communicator?

Saanvi’s Monthly Milestones

THE JOURNEY AND ITS MILESTONES...

Month 1
Speaking at length
Month 2

Describing object and experiences
Have meanigfull conversations

Month 3
Ability to express opinion and change opinion
Month 4
Pursuasive speaking with panache and confidence
Month 5
Makes conclusions and draws inferences

Month 6
Abiity to Summarize and Sythesize / Ability to
Remember, retain and re-tell a simple Story
Month 7
Spontaneous Speaking Skills
Month 8
Argumentative Speaking Abilities , Debating Skills
Month 9
FLuency and confidence in reading aloud + 1 level
higher/ Skim reading
Month 10
Use wide range of vocabulary, Correct Body Language,
Clarity in thought and expressions
Month 11
Story Writing Abilities, Public Speaking Skills
Month 12
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Transformation
Stories
“How this program transformed students’ completely in just around 3 to 6
months”

Rahul’s transformation - from
broken sentences to a chatterbox

Ananya’s story - A shy girls finds
her voice

watch
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Reports and
Improvement tracking
How do you know if your kids are on the track of improvement? Is she showing
signs that she is fast enough?

MEET REALSCHOOL PTM AND REPORTING SYSTEM

Child complete
one month
Improvement tracking
report is generated

Future
Focus areas are
clearly laid out for
coming month

PTM
A personal meeting to
discuss observation and
outcomes during the
month.

Palak’s Month-2 Report
View sample report
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Real School
Support system
“They say it takes a village to raise a child. Meet the people who work on your
kid’s complete transformation”

Assigned to you from day1 for all your tech,
mentorship, content and extra needs. Your
ambassador to Realschool. They don’t rest until
you are happy.

The language expert, the teacher, the friend
and the guide throughout the journey

For a super specialized need, there are super
specialists on board
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Course
Packages
“Every student starts at a different level. End goal is the same - Advanced
Fluency. “

Depending on your child’s schedule and current level, you are
recommended to choose one of the following offerings

Expressive
3 months validity

ENROL NOW

20 one on one classes, 10 group classes
Rs. 15,500 (Incl of Taxes)

Orator
6 months validity

ENROL NOW

40 one on one classes, 20 group classes
Rs. 29,500 (Incl of Taxes)

Flamboyance
12 months validity
80 one on one classes, 50 group classes
Rs. 57,500 (Incl of Taxes)
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ENROL NOW

Meet your trainers

INTERNATIONAL FACULTY - MASTER TRAINERS
Magda Velichkovska ( Macedonia) - Graphic Designer and
Cartoonist .
She takes masterclasses on drawing, cartooning. Her classes on
popular styles of art - Pop art, Surrealism, Abstract art etc , are a
big hit.
Maria (Columbia) - Theatre and Scenic Artist
who helps children overcome their shyness and be bold and
confident . She trains students on voice modulation and speech
techniques

PERSONAL MENTORS
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Afreen

Michelle

Deepa

Ayush

Kalyan

Communication
Trainer

Corporate
Trainer

Senior Language
Trainer

Author
and Filmmaker

Sr Verbal Trainer
(DAV School)

Nithya

Simran

Anuradha

Mamta

Vinanti

Communication
Trainer

Communication
Trainer

Expert in
English Literature

Linguistic
Expert

Language
Trainer

Student Gallery

Get amazed by what they have done!

SUBMISSION AND PERFORMANCES

Watch the students (aged 5-10)
of Real School showcase their
learnings

watch

And here are the projects done
by the students aged 10-15

watch
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More Programs @ Realschool

Programming and coding
1

The Programming Bootcamp is an exhaustive program
where the student is immersed in coding right from the
ABC’s to understanding how every programmed device
works, eventually writing and designing their very own
app/game ready for the PlayStore or creating machines
that work on their codes.

What develops the intelligence of a child? What makes
them problem solvers? The key is exposure. Exposure
to a wide range of knowledge domains and futuristic
higher-order skills. While the school shares some of these
responsibilities, a holistic

2

Masterclasses

world-class experience is always missing. This may either
be due to the affiliated curriculum, the paucity of time,
or the unavailability of world-class trainers. Masterclasses,
by Real School, aims to fill in this gap by offering plenty
of live sessions on curricular and non-curricular fields,
conducted by subjectmatter experts from across the
world. Develop Mental Ability, create mobile applications,
master power mathematics, develop fearless public
speaking skills, and more with masterclasses.

3

Machines & Robotics

The Robotics Bootcamp is an exhaustive program
that takes you through the anatomy of a Robot right
from the basics of motors, to sensors to the logic board
including the programming and the user interface and
application of these bots.
This program is designed to make a kid understand
about the Real-life problems and challenges and how to
solve them with the help of Machines and Robotics.
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Meet us @ Real School
Online
www.therealschool.in

hello@ufaber.com

Contact - +91 8080 555 766

At Office
FF A-006, Art Guild House Phoenix Market
City, Kurla, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400070.

